Efex
2801 three panel kit:
EFX-2801
2802 three panel kit w/header:
EFX-2802
The Efex panel system is a lightweight, fabric covered tabletop display at
an economical price. Panels are available in a choice of four basic color
combinations. Custom fabric colors or custom sized panels are available on
quantity orders. Carry bag included.

features and benefits:
- Lightweight, fabric covered
tabletop display
- 2801 model offers a three-in-a-line
panel configuration
- 2802 model features an additional
12”h full width header

- Quick to set up
- Easy to store and ship
- Available in a choice of four basic
color combinations
- One year hardware warranty against
manufacturer defects

dimensions:
Hardware

Graphic

Assembled unit: (individual panels)
2801: 28”w x 35”h
2802: 28”w x 35”h with 12”h header

Total visual area:
Left, Main & Right Panel:
26.75”w x 35.25”h, velcro applied
Header:
Left, Main & Right Panel:
26.75”w x 11.75”h, velcro applied

Shipping
Shipping dimensions:
37”l x 30”w x 10”h
Shipping weight:
EFEX-2801: 18 lbs / 8.16 kg
EFEX-2802: 22 lbs / 9.98 kg

additional information:
Recommended material:
22mil Opaque PVC
Colors:

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior
notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Left and right corners contour cut
Refer to related graphic template for
more information.
Visit:
www.exhibitors-handbook.com/
graphic-templates

EFX-2802 Set-up:

Remove from carrying case. *It is
recommended to save the corrugated
1
shipping box for future use.

Lift the header panel
into position, matching angle
of lower panel.
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Open up the folded panel & angle
sides. Insert the stack tabs in the left
and right base panel into the groove.
Insert 2 inner tabs at hinge grooves. 3

Working your way from one side,
push the panel onto the stack tabs,
forcing the upper half of the tab
inside the groove of the upper panel.6

Once all stack tabs are aligned with
lower section, place both hands on top
of the upper panel & push down firmly
until it fits snuggly over bottom. 7

Locate the stack tabs.

Care & Maintenance:
Your exhibit is designed to be used indoors. If the exhibit is
to be used outdoors, take care and protect it. Wind might
blow it over and water will damage it. If the nap of your fabric
becomes “ruffled”, simply use a nylon brush to restore the
ruffled area to its original smooth texture. To remove minor
dirt or stains, use a damp cloth to wipe it off. Never use excess
water; water will damange your display.

Place another set of stack tabs
in same locations on the top of
middle panel section.

Unit is complete.
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